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TRAINING  
DAY NOTHING PUTS THE 

CLASSROOM INTO 
PERSPECTIVE FASTER 
THAN ON-THE-JOB 
TRAINING. SEE HOW 
GREENLEE STUDENTS 
PARLAYED THEIR 
INTERNSHIPS INTO 
LIFE LESSONS.  

by MERRITT RETHLAKE

“I think my favorite assignment was 
coming up with 50 different kinds of  
pancakes.” 

If  this is where the Greenlee School’s 
Internship program can get students, 
where’s the sign-up?

That short-stacked anecdote from 
Caitlyn Diimig, senior in journalism and 
dietetics, is just a small glimpse into her 
internship at Runner’s World magazine 
during summer 2012 and an example 
of  the different experiences Greenlee 
students have gained through their work at 
publications, organizations and agencies.

Diimig spent this past summer in 
Emmaus, Pa., working as an editorial 
intern for her dream magazine, where just 
one perk included interviewing celebrity 
runners. Diimig was ecstatic landing her 
fantasy gig, especially since she didn’t have 
previous internship experience. But this is 
where the Greenlee School came into play. 

“I think the editors appreciated 
my[campus] involvement,” she says. By 
then, Diimig had worked as an editor for 
the Flavors section and as a cross-country 
writer for the Iowa State Daily, and as an 
editor for SIR Magazine. Diimig continues 
her editorial experience this school year as 

a Meredith apprentice writing for Diabetic 
Living. 

!"#$%&'()'*%+,-).%')/,-#%)'%+,-%01*12)'-%
industry are seniors Taysha Murtaugh 
and Devon O’Brien. They landed the 
acclaimed American Society of  Magazine 
Editors (ASME) internships in New York 
over the summer. Calling themselves a 
“team from the beginning,” these two 
women were among 35 students selected 
from hundreds of  applicants. And in 
case they needed some extra bragging 
.)*,+#3%+,)#%41#%+,-%&.#+%+)0-%5$+,%6$41%
State applicants have been chosen for the 
program in the same year. 

Murtaugh was a market intern for InStyle 
magazine and O’Brien an editorial intern 
for Food Network magazine. O’Brien 
had long been a fan of  her magazine 
1'(%,-.%-78-.)-'/-%+,-.-%/$'&.0-(%,-.%
desire to write for a food publication after 
graduation. Murtaugh says she grasped 
InStyle’s mantra of  being “lovely” in all 
situations; her goals include writing for a 
parent’s magazine. 

Both were well-versed in magazine culture 
before they started their internships, 
thanks to Greenlee publications, 
Ethos and SIR, and the Meredith 
Apprenticeship Program, where 
Murtaugh wrote for Better Homes & 
Gardens’ website. O’Brien wrote for Kraft 
Food and Family and Diabetic Living, and 
is now writing for Meredith’s Michigan 
Travel Ideas, a special publication from 
Midwest Living. O’Brien also serves as 
editor in chief  of  Ethos magazine this 
year.

9,-%+4$%1*.--(%+,-%0$#+%5-'-&/)1"%81.+#%
of  their ASME internships were gaining 
VIP access into 30 different publications 
and meeting a multitude of  peers and 
professionals in New York. 

“Fight and pursue every opportunity,” says 
Murtaugh. “And just because it’s not what 
you expected doesn’t mean it’s not great.”

“I talked my way into my photography 
internship,” laughs Zhenru Zhang, 
a senior in journalism and mass 
communication who received an offer 
from the Cape Cod Times newspaper. 

Zhang credits his sports photography 
for the Iowa State Daily for helping snag 
his spot at Cape Cod Times. Now, he’s a 
photographer and part-time videographer 
for Ethos magazine. Zhang said that 
through his work at ISU and in Cape 
Cod, he prefers shooting feature stories 
and longer projects because there’s more 
interaction with people. 

“JUST BECAUSE IT’S NOT WHAT YOU 
EXPECTED DOESN’T MEAN IT’S NOT GREAT.”

 — TAYSHA MURTAUGH
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“THE BEST 
STORIES YOU 
WRITE ARE 
WHEN YOU’RE IN 
YOUR SUBJECT’S 
ELEMENT”

:;$0-+)0-#%6%4$.<-(%$'%+,-%=>?%
Sometimes I applied things from school,” 
Zhang says. 

Meredith Spragg, senior in journalism and 
mass communication, rubbed shoulders 
with Donald Driver and other Green Bay 
Packers through her broadcast internship 
with FOX 11 in Green Bay, Wis., over the 
summer.

Spragg’s photos from the Packers’ training 
camp were uploaded to an online photo 
gallery, and they also shown on Green 
Bay’s No. 1 news station.

An active ISUTV staff  member, Spragg 
incorporated skills learned in the campus 
studio and put them to good use in 
Green Bay. She had produced the sports 
segment for ISUTV, which she says 
prepared her for FOX 11. “With the wide 
variety of  options that Greenlee has, I 
could go into my internship and be very 
versatile,” Spragg says. While in Green 
Bay, she learned more about multimedia 
production and started to build a 
professional network.

Randi Reeder, senior in journalism and 
mass communication, tackled editorial and 
photography in her internship with the 
Daily Times Herald newspaper in Carroll, 
Iowa. “I did a lot of  chicken stories,” she 
laughs. She also covered baseball and 
softball, both editorially and visually, and 
even wrote some longer-length feature 
stories. 

“The best stories you write are when 
you’re in your subject’s element,” she says.

Working for the Daily acclimated 
Reeder to news reporting. She still shoots 
photos for the Daily, and just accepted 
a communications internship with Iowa 
State’s Athletics Department.

At school, Briana Haguewood is known 
as a positive and easy-going junior in 
journalism in mass communication. But 
at the Des Moines Art Festival, she was 
known as the “face of  the festival” to all 
'$'8.$&+%$.*1')21+)$'#%)'%+,-%@-#%A$)'-#%
area.  

She found her PR internship after chatting 
with an older Greenlee student and then 
4-'+%+$%&'(%0$.-%)'B$.01+)$'%$'")'-?%
Haguewood says the Adobe design 
programs experience she gained in her 
visual principles lab set her apart from 
other internship candidates.

She served as the Festival’s main point of  
contact and communicated information 
between participating organizations and 
the event’s leadership. 

“It was a lot of  work but a completely 
worthwhile feeling that I had a large hand 
in the Festival,” Haguewood says. (A few 
months later, Haguewood was selected 
for a second internship, this one with the 
prestigious World Food Prize Foundation.)

Out on the West Coast, Cameron 
Johnson, senior in advertising, interned 
at Supercool Creative, a medium-sized 
advertising agency in West Hollywood. 

After relentlessly researching ad agencies, 
Johnson settled on Supercool Creative and 
went to work in account management and 
social media. Most of  Johnson’s summer 
was spent managing the account for a 
Dickie’s Clothing campaign.

Johnson capitalized on his communication 
#<)""#%1#%,-%,-"8-(%,).-%&"0%/.-4#%1'(%
production teams, and he took on the 
communication role among the agency, 
production and Dickie’s.

“I think the Greenlee School really put 
me in a place where I knew how to apply 
for internships, and I knew what the work 
environment would be like,” Johnson said.

 — RANDID REEDER

SIR-IOUSLY FOR MEN

John Lonsdale, Greenlee School senior, 
dreamed of  and envisioned creating a 
magazine devoted to men on campus. 
After interning at Maxim during summer 
2011, Lonsdale returned to Ames ready to 
launch SIR.
 “I wanted to create a magazine that 
was unique and didn’t want it to be GQ, 
Esquire or Maxim. I just wanted it to be 
SIR,” Lonsdale said. 
 SIR differs from other ISU student 
publications by aiming its content at men 
on campus. Although this is the prominent 
demographic for the magazine, Lonsdale  
explained he wants SIR to attract readers 

of  both sexes.
 “It’s a men’s magazine, but we want 
the SIR experience to be something 
everyone can relate to in some way,” 
Lonsdale said. 
According to Lonsdale, the magazine has 
been a success due to funding from the 
Government of  the Student Body and its 
staff. Lonsdale said he was thankful for the 
incredible help from students and hopes to 
have more involved this semester.  
% ;6CD#%&.#+%)##E-%41#%.-"-1#-(%"1#+%
spring; the second issue was distributed in 
December. 

NATIONAL
Iowa State Daily: 
F% Society of  Professional 

G$E.'1")#+#%&'1")#+3%5-#+% 
1B&")1+-(%4-5#)+-?%

F% Associated Collegiate Press/
College Media Association: 

 5th place, photo    
 excellence: Nicole Wiegand
 6th place, Best in Show,   
 daily broadsheet category
 Honorable mention  
 Page One design, Brigitte   
 Fleckenstein 
 Honorable mention 
  daily ad, Daily ad staff
Ethos magazine: 
F%  Associated Collegiate Press/

College Media Association:
F% 4th place, feature story,  

Devon O’Brien
F% 5th place, design of  the year, 

Danny Maller
F% 5th place, best of  show website
F% 6th place, best of  show feature 

magazine
REGIONAL
Society of  Professional Journalists:
F% Daily: best all-around student 

newspaper
F% First-place awards: Kelsey 

Kremer (photography), Jake 
Calhoun (sports writing) 
and Jessica Bruning (general 
column writing). A total of  
15 ISU entries placed in the 
competition.

STATE 
Iowa Broadcast News Association:
F% Four Greenlee students won 

2nd and 3rd-place awards in 
news photography, feature and 
political coverage categories

GREENLEE 
STUDENTS GRAB 
TOP MEDIA 
AWARDS – AGAIN

compiled by KELSEY KREMER

by PAIGE BERG

BARBARA (RIEDESEL) 
IVERSON, ’76, 2012 
CHAMBERLIN 
LECTURER, TOLD A 
CROWD OF ABOUT 
400 ON OCT. 2 
THAT THAT THE 
NEWS INDUSTRY IS 
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IN PRAISE OF  
     PERFORMANCEby DEVON O’BRIEN, 
KAIT MCKINNEY AND 
ETHAN SUBRA

Sela Sar, Associate Professor
From Cambodia to Europe and onto Iowa 
State University, Sela Sar now comfortably 
calls Ames his home. The Greenlee faculty 
member investigates how mood and emo-
+)$'#%)'=E-'/-%8-$8"-D#%E'(-.#+1'()'*%$B %
advertising messages. Color him elated 
when he heard in April he had been 
awarded tenure in addition to a promotion 
to associate professor. 
A scholarship brought Sar to the United 
States for his graduate studies at the 

University of  Minnesota, where he earned 
both master’s and doctoral degrees. His 
work has earned Sar numerous accolades, 
including the top faculty competition 
paper award from the advertising divi-
sion of  the Association for Education in 
Journalism and Mass Communication, 
and the best reviewer award of  the year 
for The Journal of  Advertising by the 
American Academy of  Advertising. Sar 
has even earned the Center for Excellence 
in the Arts and Humanities research grant 

B-""$4#,)8%B$.%+,-%HIJK%&#/1"%>-1.?%
Sar considers himself  “a channel of  
,)*,-.%"-1.')'*%B$.%#+E(-'+#L%1'(%&'(#%
astonishment in his classes. “I am always 
amazed at the creativity and potential of  
0$#+%#+E(-'+#3L%,-%.-=-/+#3%:6%&'(%+-1/,)'*%
,)*,">%.-41.()'*?L%;1.%&'(#%+,1+%,-%'$4%
has more responsibilities as an associate 
professor but says his teaching philosophy 
remains the same. “I’m always concerned 
about students learning.”--KM

Erin Wilgenbusch, Senior Lecturer 
 Erin Wilgenbusch, senior lecturer, 
has a quote pinned on the bulletin board 
above her desk: “Cultivate enthusiasm. 
People will like you better; you will escape 
the dull routine of  a mechanical existence 
and you will make headway wherever you 
are,”  by Jonathan Ogden Armour. 
 These words are the basis of  Wilgen-
busch’s teaching philosophy and the foun-
dation for the proposal that would land 
her the 2012 Excellence in Undergradu-
ate Introductory Teaching Award from 
the College of  Liberal Arts and Sciences.  
After the application was submitted, there 
were months of  waiting and when Wil-
*-'5E#/,%&'1"">%.-/-)M-(%1'%-01)"%#1>)'*%

she had won. “That was awesome -- I had 
kind of  forgotten about it,” she recalls.
 As “awesome” as the award itself  was 
for Wilgenbusch, who teaches public rela-
tions courses as well as Jl MC 101, what 
was more rewarding was the support she 
received from all the people who nominat-
ed her and wrote her recommendations. 
She says the best moments out of  the 
whole experience were the heartwarm-
ing letters written by her students. “To be 
recognized by the college on a large scale 
)#%.-1"">%')/-%1'(%=1++-.)'*3L%#,-%#1>#?%:6%
feel grateful … I just come in and do my 
job everyday and the fact that I love what 
I do, I guess comes through and people 
see that.” --DOB

GREENLEE’S 
EMBARRASSMENT OF 
PERSONNEL RICHES 
CONTINUED IN 2012 AS 
FACULTY AND STAFFERS 
TOOK HOME THEIR 
VERSIONS OF THE GOLD.

Jay Newell, Associate Professor
 What does Jay Newell, associate 
professor of  advertising, love about 
Iowa State? “We are just small enough 
to be able to try interesting things but 
big enough to pull them off,” he says. 
He takes advantage of  this by setting up 
classroom video conferences for students 
to speak with professionals all over the 
world, providing Chinese translations on 
all of  his lecture slides and organizing 
student advisory groups for each of  his 
classes to garner feedback. 
 And that’s why he was named runner-
up for the national Scripps-Howard 
Outstanding Teacher of  the Year award.
 Newell says he has “a belief  in what 
people can do—even if  they don’t know 
they can do it,” but he never saw this 
coming for himself.  The news of  his 
nomination brought him both happiness 
and embarrassment. “While I might do 
some things differently … I know there 
are
better teachers out there … even within 
this school there are unbelievable 
instructors that make huge impacts,” 
Newell says.  “I just happened to get the 
paperwork in on time.”--DOB

..THE FACT THAT I LOVE 
WHAT I DO, I GUESS 
COMES THROUGH…

 — ERIN WILGENBUSCH
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For the !rst time since 2005, the ISU 
men’s basketball team got invited to 
the dance. It took Fred Hoiberg just 
two years to bring his alma mater 
back to the promised land as the 
Cyclones advanced to the second 
round of the NCAA Tournament. 

Mens basketball returns to 
NCAA Tournament

Sheng Ly, Analyst and Programmer
Any J-school student who has checked 
out multimedia equipment from Hamil-
ton’s Room 16 has entered the Greenlee 
School’s data management, web appli-
cation and IT services realm. The man 
behind many of  those operations is Sheng 
Ly, who was awarded the College of  
Liberal Arts and Sciences Excellence in 
Information Technology Award for his job 
as analyst and programmer for the Green-
lee School. Ly started at Greenlee in 2006 
after graduating from Iowa State’s College 
of  Engineering with a degree in computer 
engineering. Hailing from Atlantic, Iowa, 

Ly said he is pleased about his recognition 
as a Greenlee staff  member. 
“To me it’s a representation of  the ap-
preciation of  the faculty and staff  that I do 
the work for,” Ly says. “Sometimes you’re 
able to meet all those needs on time, other 
times it’s more work, but you still do it.” 
Ly mainly focuses on data management 
and web application but also does back 
up IT work for the school. Fortunately 
for Greenlee, “As long as I’m happy and 
they’re happy with what I’m doing, I’ll be 
around for awhile,” Ly said.—KM

Gang Han, Assistant Professor
Thanks to the ISU Miller Faculty Fellow-
ship Award Gang Han won in 2012, he 
can continue his work to improve students’ 
interaction and learning in his theory-
based communications classes. 
The award covers one year of  expenses, 
and Han already has begun to implement 
his plan of  integrating team-based learn-
ing into his mass communication theory 
class. Han tried some elements of  the TBL 
approach before applying for the grant, 
and since receiving the award has fully 
adopted that method. He used the grant to 
purchase TBL test-taking supplies and to 
hire students as teaching assistants, allow-
ing Han to be more effective at monitoring 
4,1+%,-%/1""#%$'-%$B %+,-%&.#+N-M-.%:-7-
periments” with TBL in a social sciences 
environment. 
“Helping students want to read some-
thing and learn from class is challenging, 
particularly to instructors teaching theory 
classes,” said Han. “I wanted to create a 
friendly environment in which students 
could learn.”--ES

Raluca Cozma, Assistant Professor
 Raluca Cozma, assistant professor 
of  electronic media studies, worked hard 
submitting a proposal to win the Greenlee 
School Jack Shelley Professional Develop-
ment Award, named for the late beloved 
WHO radio and TV reporter and former 
Greenlee School faculty member. Upon 
being selected for the reward, Cozma 
headed for an externship at Des Moines 
OP;%1B&")1+-%QOO6N9R3%1'%-78-.)-'/-%#,-%
would use to improve the education of  her 
students in class and on ISUtv.  
 Although Cozma didn’t know it at 
the time, the Jack Shelley Award wasn’t 

the only reason she was recognized at the 
Greenlee Futures Forum in April. She 
recalls a coworker telling her to sit right in 
the front (“He was very persistent about it; 
that’s when I should have known.”) The 
big surprise came when Cozma was pre-
sented with the School’s Harry Heath Ad-
vising Award. Unlike the Shelley Award, 
this accolade was the result of  student 
nominations – unbeknownst to Cozma.
 “It really means a lot to me because 
it was such a big surprise,” Cozma says. 
“Knowing it comes from students who are 
so hard to please means the world to me.” 
--DOB“TO ME IT’S A 

REPRESENTATION 
OF THE 
APPRECIATION OF 
THE FACULTY AND 
STAFF THAT I DO 
THE WORK FOR”

ISU in  
2012

by CORY WEAVER JAN

It took nearly eight years to 
complete, but State Gym 
was !nally renovated. A new 
aquatic pool, basketball 
courts, athletic equipment 
and a climbing wall highlight 
the newly remodeled facility9
Renovated State  
Gym opens MAR

15
APR

2
Beate Schmittmann 
assumed her new role 
as dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences. Schmittman, a 
physicist, replaced Michael 
Whiteford, who retired. 

Schmittmann leads  
LAS college
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MAY

Jonathan Wickert received a 
big promotion in May. The dean 
of the College of Engineering 
was selected as ISU’s new senior 
vice president and provost after 
Elizabeth Hoffman resigned 
following !ve years at the helm. 8
Dean Jonathan Wickert named  
senior VP and provost

 — SHENG LY
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Graduate students got a chance to 
experience political communication 
&.#+,1'(?%GSAO%TUVQ3%+1E*,+%5>%
assistant professor Raluca Cozma 
during fall 2012, explored how the 
media covers politics, with a focus on 
social media. Cozma used the current 
U.S. elections to talk about how the 
American electorate works. For example, 
when President Barack Obama visited 
campus in September, students were 
required to attend. Students also were 
required to use Twitter to communicate 
'-4#%)+-0#%E#)'*%+,-%,1#,+1*%WTUVQ?%
These tweets were then used to help 
lead class discussion.

WHAT’S NEW  
ON THE 2012 
COURSE DOCKET
by STEPH FERGUSON

Earlier this year, the Greenlee School 
was named one of  the top 20 journalism 
schools in the country by College Media 
Matters. 
“When you have active students who 
are winning awards, you get noticed,” 
said Michael Bugeja, Greenlee School 
director.  According to Bugeja, student 
media played a large role in this 
particular ranking, and the ranking 
tells him Greenlee students are doing a 
“tremendous job.” 
Dan Reimold, Ph.D., author of  the 
online post and college journalism 
scholar, based the list on conversations 
with students and young alumni, as well 
as his personal knowledge of  journalism 
schools.

GREENLEE CRACKS 
THE TOP 20
by LEAH DEGRAAF

To help bridge the communication gap 
between scientist and non-scientists,
Michael Dahlstrom has received a 
$250,000 grant from the National 
Science Foundation. For three years, 
Dahlstrom will be working with Jean 
Goodwin, professor of  English; Clark 
Wolf, professor of  philosophy and religious 
studies and Mari Kemis, assistant director 
of  ISU’s Research Institute for Studies 
)'%X(E/1+)$'3%+$%(-&'-%+,-%'$.01+)M-%
expectations of  communication between 
scientists and non-scientists. The study 
will focus on expectations such as hype, 

1(M$/1/>%1'(%#8)'?%%9,-%&.#+%.$E'(%
of  the study will work with “snowball 
sampling” of  controversies that scientists 
have experienced. The team then will 
select eight controversies and talk to the 
stakeholders involved to help recreate 
what happened and then develop case 
studies. These case studies will be used 
to pilot graduate classes at 14 partner 
institutions. The end goal is to train future 
scientists to use these case studies and 
situations to be able to justify their choices 
of  communication. 

GRANT TO BOLSTER SCIENCE SPEAK
by STEPH FERGUSON

BARBARA MACK MEMORIAL 
The Iowa State community gathered Friday, Sept. 7, to celebrate the life of Greenlee professor Barbara Mack, 
who passed away unexpectedly during the !rst week of the fall semester. Former students and colleagues 
of Mack spoke before the crowd of more than 400, sharing memories of the late professor that evoked both 
laughter and tears from the audience.

SCRIPPS SPELLING BEEW 
The Greenlee School hosted the Scripps-Howard Iowa spelling bee for the !rst time on Saturday, Feb. 4. The 
event was planned and coordinated by the ISU chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of America.

ISU’s Public Relations Student Society of  
America (PRSSA) chapter always has set 
its goals high – to host successful events, 
learn about the public relations industry 
and gain national recognition for the work 
it accomplishes. In October, the group 
was awarded PRSA’s The Star Chapter 
!41.(3%-1.'-(%5>%0--+)'*%#8-/)&/%/,18+-.%
and professional development goals.
“I was beyond proud of  our chapter’s 
accomplishments last year, and I was 
very honored that our hard work was 
recognized. I hope each year Iowa State 
PRSSA will continue applying because 
it is great recognition for our school and 
chapter, and it was a great way to cap off  

a fabulous year,” said Laura Bucklin, the 
2011-12 ISU PRSSA president.  
Projects that continued to establish the 
/,18+-.D#%#)*')&/1'/-%)'%HIJH%)'/"E(-(%
the third annual Donate to Look Great 
Fashion Show, a campus-wide clothing 
drive that led up to a fashion show of  
all gently-used clothes. The chapter also 
participated in a project for The National 
Organ Donor Awareness Competition, 
or NODAC, and the Greenlee School of  
Journalism and PRSSA are again hosting 
the Iowa spelling competition for the 
Scripps National Spelling Bee, which last 
>-1.%#-'+%1%&B+,N*.1(-.%+$%Y1#,)'*+$'3%
D.C., with an all-expense paid trip. 

NATIONAL RECOGNITION 
AND BIG PLANS FOR PRSSA
by ERICA LANSMAN

As spring semester 2012 wound 
down, signs of  the impending 
summer took root in Hamilton, 
.)*,+%($4'%+$%+,-%=)8%=$8#%#+18"-(%
to the bulletin boards. 

What?

Chalk up the featured footwear to 
Cardinal and Gold, a student-run 
in-house advertising agency advised 
by associate professor Jay Newell. 
Under the leadership of  president 
P1)"->%Z.)B&+,3%[E')$.%)'%1(M-.+)#)'*3%
and Elizabeth Serner, senior in 
advertising, the agency has created 
campaigns for the Greenlee School 
Futures Forum and the School’s 
summer classes (complete with copy 
printed on to the aforementioned 
=)8%=$8#\?%!//$.()'*%+$%Z.)B&+,3%
Cardinal and Gold provides 
students “a real world look at how 
the advertising industry works.”
The School’s Advertising Club, 
led by senior Madi Linkenmeyer, 
completed an agency trip to 
Minneapolis in 2012. The students 
M)#)+-(%P-#+%PE>%/$.8$.1+-%$B&/-#%1#%
well as several agencies. According 
to Linkenmeyer, “ The main goal of  
+,-%/"E5%)#%'-+4$.<)'*%1'(%&'()'*%
out what types of  jobs are out there 
in advertising.” 

HAMILTON’S  
HOMEGROWN
by SAMANTHA LEE

JULY

23
Mayly Sanchez, ISU assistant professor 
of physics and astronomy,  received the 
national Presidential Early Career Award 
for Scientists and Engineers for her work in 
neutrino physics. Sanchez splits her time 
between Iowa State and the Department 
of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory.

POTUS pick JULY

27
Four current and former Cyclones 
competed in the London Games over 
the summer. Lisa Uhl, Guor Marial and 
Ian Warner ran in track events while 
Jake Varner took home a gold medal 
in wrestling, the !rst Iowa Stater since 
Cael Sanderson did so in 2004

Cyclones in the Olympics AUG Record enrollment…again

For the second year in a row, Iowa 
State saw another record-breaking 
wave of students. More than 31,000 
now call ISU home, which left many 
freshmen living in residence hall 
dens and other temporary spaces 
early in the semester. 

20
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President Steven Leath expressed 
his goals and dreams for Iowa 
State as he was installed as the 
school’s 15th president. Leath 
succeeded previous president 
Gregory Geoffroy, who served 
from 2001-12. 

President Leath’s 
installationSEPT

Iowa State cracked the top 
50 in U.S. News and World 
Report’s “America’s Best 
Colleges” rankings. Of the 
173 best national public 
universities, Iowa State took 
home No. 46 (No. 44 in 2012). 12
ISU ranked 46 among 
top colleges SEPT

14
The home for the ISU soccer, 
softball and track teams has 
migrated to the south side. 
The $10.7 million complex 
features a four-season track, 
a new softball diamond and a 
new soccer !eld. 

President Leath’s 
installationOCT

12
AUG

29
U.S. President Barack Obama spoke to 
more than 6,000 attendees on a sweltering 
central campus about the importance 
of voting in the 2012 election. Even ISU 
football coach Paul Rhoads got a POTUS 
shout-out for his rousing pre- and post-
game team speeches. 

President Obama visits 
Iowa State

Tracy Lucht, Assistant Professor
Tracy Lucht’s ISU adventure has been a 
winding one, taking nearly every detour 
and exploring every tinge of  curiosity. 
“I never take the easy way,” Lucht said 
with a laugh. She dabbled in a few pools - 
English, French and engineering, to name 
a few - before realizing her curiosity and 
"$M-%$B %"1'*E1*-%5-#+%&+%4)+,%[$E.'1")#0?

Lucht joined the like-minded of  Hamilton 
Hall as an assistant professor in the 
fall, teaching sections of  reporting and 
writing for the mass media and the 

history of  American journalism. She 
*.1(E1+-(%B.$0%Z.--'"--%)'%JUU]%4)+,%,-.%
bachelor’s degree in journalism and mass 
communication, and after a two-year stint 
at the Des Moines Register, she returned 
to Iowa State to earn her master’s degree 
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Upon completing her master’s degree in 
2001, Lucht set her sights on Washington, 
D.C., where she pursued and completed a 
doctorate at the University of  Maryland 
and worked as a copy editor for the 
Washington Post and USA Today. She 
and her family returned to her Midwest 
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College in Indianola, and four years later 
to Iowa State.

“I’ve always been envious of  people who 
go in a straight line. I was not one of  those 
people,” Lucht said. “But even if  you 
don’t have it all planned out, you can start 
paying attention. Be curious about the 
world around you -- that’s what will help 
you.”

The professional and down-to-earth 
nature of  the Greenlee School paired with 
the ambition of  students in the dawn of  
their careers drew Lucht back for more.

“I really feel as if  I have come home here, 
which is a good feeling to have,” Lucht 
said. -- AG

NEW HIRES JOIN 
GREENLEE FACULTY 

Jermaine Johnson, Lecturer
No one can replace the late Barbara 
Mack. But Jermaine Johnson willingly 
accepted the challenge to take over her 
Jl MC 460 (Mass Communication Law) 
course after serving as Mack’s teaching 
assistant for just one week. 
“I was going to do whatever Prof. 
Mack wanted me to do,” Johnson said. 
“Whatever was best for the students had 
to happen.”

Although Johnson began teaching a 
semester earlier than planned (he was 
to replace Mack upon her retirement in 
December 2012), he believed he could 
succeed. Johnson earned a bachelor’s 
degree in chemistry from Clemson 
University, then worked as a chemist for 
the Savannah River National Laboratory, 
in Aiken, S.C.  Johnson’s science 
background sparked an interest in patent 
law, which resulted in his earning a law 
degree from the University of  South 
Carolina in 2006. 

Michael Wigton, Lecturer
Imagine a professor asking students to log 
in to Facebook during class. New Greenlee 
lecturer Michael Wigton did more than 
just ask; he incorporated the social media 
powerhouse into the syllabuses of  his 
courses.
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graduate, kicked off  his resumé with 15 
years experience at several Minneapolis 
advertising agencies and a stint at the 
Arnold Agency in Washington, D.C., 
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Greenville, S.C., Johnson moved to Iowa 
after his wife accepted a teaching position 
at Drake University in 2010. In 2011, 
Johnson began an ISU Ph.D. program in 
educational leadership and policy studies 
with a concentration in social justice. 

“I hope the students come away from 
the [law] course with a knowledge of  
historical law, be able to apply it to 
anything they do and avoid getting in 
trouble,” Johnson said. - MD

Northwest Airlines campaign. “I think 
it’s important for the students to know 
that when they go out into the world 
and start looking for jobs, I want them 
to have well-rounded experiences,” 
Wigton said.

Upon completing his master’s degree 
at Concordia University in St. Paul, 
Minn., Wigton returned to Hamilton, 
where he teaches advertising and 
public relations courses. .

“I think the students here are really 
passionate about their work,” Wigton 
said. “It’s fun being back in the same 
halls.”—AG

To learn more about new assistant 
professor Jane Fritsch, see page XX.

CHINESE NEW YEAR 
Members of the Greenlee School gathered to celebrate the Chinese New Year at a celebration 
organized by Greenlee graduate students and assistant professor Gang Han. The celebration 
included traditional Chinese food, dances, artwork, and cultural activities like chopstick use, milk 
tea making, and wonton wrapping.

FIRST AMENDMENT DAY 
Iowa State celebrated the 10th annual First 
Amendment Day April 12, with a day of activities 
planned by Greenlee students and faculty. Festivities 
included a freedom march from Ames City Hall to 
Beardshear Hall, a session on protesting and a debate 
on religion in schools.


